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About This Game

Get ready to compete in the most brutal sport of the moment. In the Dog Eat Dog tournament, you should avail yourself of your
ruthless fighting skills and crush your enemies if you want to make your way to victory. Fight alone or with friends, compete in

multiple stages and game modes, and improve your favorite fighter. Bloodbath takes fighting games to a new dimension!

Bloodbath offers the most brutal action ever seen in a fighting game. Compete in numerous 3D interactive environments and
enjoy a complete combat system that includes evasive and offensive maneuvers, spectacular combos, special skills and many

features that makes each match in Bloodbath a completely new one.

Features

Choose from 4 different game modes, which include various targets either alone or in teams.

Fight in 5 interactive stages where traps and mutants will make things even more difficult.

Master 6 unique characters, each one with their own features and combat skills.

Gain experience, level up and unlock multiple rewards.

Play online up to 6 players.
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devs said their would be an engine update.....never happened cause it was a sad grab for money. A little bit of frost from
Everlasting Summer. UNIBALL..oh the glorious game uniball. My in game name was and has been ryok, i would say I started
playing in the very early 2000s or late 90s? XPong? Jesus I have no idea, anyways..Uniball is all about community, dont get me
wrong the game is great but the community and competitive nature is what makes you come back for more. So glad to see the
game is alive and thriving, and most of all available on steam!. I FU**INK LOVE THIS GAMEEEEE!!!. Adds enemy agents
that act as constant disasters destroying buildings non stop. Buildings aren't worth it, they just remove
the need for mircomanagement.. I got rekt by BikerushOwnz like 8 times in a row m8, i r8 0/8. Sometime works, sometime
not.. Love the new faction, plays a bit different, worth the 7$.. This game is much better than the price says. A good dungeon
crawler kind of game, no cons for me so far except that when I try exit through the door to the next level it doesn't work, so I
have to manually have to fix that. I don't really get how people don't like this game, it's a great time waster. Can't waits for Super
Dungeon Boy: Mega Fire. Sometimes the attack animation makes it a little annoying, because you have to finish it to attack, but
hey, that's how the game works. The game is supposed to be ragey, so I don't get why people are mad because it is. Why did
they get it if they can't handle rage games? I always forget to roll. I don't really need to, I'm always fine without rolling. Super
Dungeon Boy: Mega Fire should cost more, especially if there's more content. I'm very happy that I stumbled upon this game.
Kudos to Tower Up Studios.
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Not sure about the other reviews on here - I purchased the car mainly for those white walled rims with the black spokes.
Thought i would take the car out for a spin - ended up playing a bunch of games\/matches comp and unranked with it.
Surprisingly nice car. I dont think it handles as bad as some people hhave mentioned, or maybe its just not me and i dont notice
it. I am usually used to using the domnius, batmobile and the octane. The first thought was that it handles a bit similar in my
opinion any how closely to the octance. If there are any die hard dominus users here - Try out the car and see how it feels. I will
probably use this car every so often. I much like it and it was a pleasant surprise for me.. 10/10 I came on my PC screen. brb
better clean it.. For the price, it's not a bad game at all.

It's kind of cutesy and amusing and has some city-building elements along with patches of story. It's a bit shallow and a lot of the
options like where you build things are fixed. Your path of growth is more or less laid out for you.

The graphics, however, are quite nice and the characters are adorable. The atmosphere and lack of urgency is relaxing. It's, in
every sense of the word, a casual game. It's also a gentle introduction to city-building for someone who has never played one
before and isn't sure they want to drop $10-20 on one of the more genre-defining titles. Like I mentioned before, the city-
building aspect is rather limited, but it's quaint.

You get what you pay for and it's not a bad game to add to your collection.. Having the cleaner voice of Rogue Warrior and
gameplay elements of Max Payne, should not play unless you have at least stomached all COD and BF singleplayers. Only AI,
theres no PvP. This game is the best game on Steam. There is nothing that can change my mind that there is ANY game that is
better than this.. Mousecraft is a fun puzzle game where you are trying to save the lab rats from all the perils of living in a lab.
Yes, yes, supposedly you are helping the crazy cat scientist do his "experiments" and test his "inventions" but you really are just
saving the lab mice from untimely deaths.

The first levels are fun and interesting, but the game ramps up in difficulty. Every time you learn about a new type of block or
situation, you have a level or two to learn and then BAM! You have to step it up or turn into the Death of Lab Mice.

I recommend this game to puzzle platform lovers everywhere.. So, I got me four hours in Wasteland Angel. In that time I've
cleared it's story mode and gotten all of its achievements (the first Steam title I've managed to get all achievements on; go me!)

But is it worth your time? Absolutely. There's a decent amount of content here, given you can get the game at a low cost (for
example, with a coupon) but at it's normal cost it's not necessarily worth it. So keep that in mind.

The game is basically a twin stick arcade shooter. You drive with WASD, and shoot with your left mouse button and the right
mouse button uses special weapons. You drive around, blow♥♥♥♥♥♥up, save civilians, and collect power-ups. It's pure
mindless fun, with no completed story, or level up systems, or anything of the like. It's plain simplicity, which you need
sometimes.

The levels also culminate in big boss battles, with the first two being relatively easy and the last boss (whom you fight twice)
being a big pain in the♥♥♥♥♥ You also get four difficulties (I played on Medium) and leaderboards if you're the sort who
strives to be the best at the game. And you also get bonus levels at the end of the normal levels, which are played from a first
person perspective. If you ask me there should be an option to play the whole game like this as it is pretty fun. There's a racing,
survival, and frenzy that come up at specific points in the game.

All in all, it's not the greatest game out there but I truly recommend it to anyone who might be interested.. how to you use this?
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